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The collinear F(zPs/2, zPr$ + Ha system in a strong laser field is studied, employing the trajectory-surface-hopping 
method. The results are compared with a recent quanta1 study by Zimmerman, Baer and George. The two treatments yield 
low electronic non-adiabatic transition probabilities (~0.1). Good agreement is found in the high-energy region. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, Zimmerman et al. [l] presented results 
from a collinear quanta1 study of a laser-induced elec- 
tronic transition in the F -I- H2 reaction_ In this treat- 
ment, the following two processes were considered: 

F(‘P1/2) + H,(Ui =O) +ti~ 

+ F(‘P3/2) + Hz(ui = 0). (la) 

+ HF(uf) + H + fro. (lb) 

Both involve electronic non-adiabatic transitions. 
The aim of the present research, and of other studies 
to follow, is to obtain an estimate of the kinds of 
laser fields needed to induce reactive electronic non- 
adiabatic transitions which otherwise would not oc- 
cur_ In this first study. results are obtained with a 
laser field of intensity I = 995 X lOlo W/cm” and a 
photon energy of fro = 0.469 eV, which is a typical 
HF-laser photon energy. The main fmdings are that 
both processes given in eq. (1) are inhibited by a high 
barrier of 0.4 eV, and therefore reactive [eq. (lb)] 

and inelastic [eq. (la)] processes are only observed 
for relative translational energies as high as 0.43 and 
0.50 eV, respectively_ A somewhat disappointing fmd- 
ing is the relatively short energy range for which reac- 
tions were recorded (O-04 ev). 

In the framework of this research, we wish to study 
the relevance of certain semiclassical methods that 
have been suggested in recent years for treating such 
processes. The most widely used is the trajectory- 
surface-hopping method (TSHM), to which this pa- 
per is devoted [2,3] _ In section 2, the main features 
of the F + H, + tie system are discussed. In section 3, 
a few details regarding the TSHM are given, and, in 
section 4, results are presented and compared with 
the quanta1 results. 

2. The F + H, +Rw system 

The present system basically consists of two sur- 
faces: the lower surface, Y&-, R), is the Muckerman 
LEPS surface M5 [4], which correlates asymptotical- 
ly with F(2P3,2) + H2, and the upper one, V,(r,R), 
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is a modified version of the valence-bond potential 

deril ed b\’ Blais and Truhlar [5]. correlating with 
F(‘P,;,) + Hz _ In the field-free case. the two surfaces 
are c&pled by the ordinary- spin-orbit coupling of 
the F atom [6.7]. As a result. the excited surface is 
shifted upwards by 0.05 eV wirh respect to rhe ground 
surface. Switching on the laser field brings in the 
field states nhw and generates an infinite set of elec- 
rronic-field surfxes of the form 

V&r_ A!) = P-&. R) + lfiw. (‘1 

where II and I are integers and w is the frequent>- of 
the field. The laser field also induces a coupling be- 
tween each pair of intersrcting surfaces. T;xl,,(r. Rj 
and l;,&. R). The coupling is assumed to be due to 
the eGstence of a permanent rransition electric di- 

pole moment. ~1. bet\\ een H and F [S]. This dipole 
moment (as a function of the distance r between H 
and F) was obrdined from db initio calculations by 
Bender and Dxidson [9]_ The numerical results were 
fitted to lhe algebraic expression 

J.L(~) = p0 e-\p( -7’). (3) 

1 lere. p. = 2.257 deb? e and -) = 1.059 _&-‘. The pres- 
cm study is limired to the low-energy range. and con- 

sequently only two field states have to he included 
in the treatment. nariirly I =M = 0. 1 ; rlius. four sur- 
faces h,ne to be considered altogether_ 

A calculation. wherher quanta1 or semiclassical_ 
fo be cxried auf on four interacting surfaces is rather 
complicated. Since our main objective is to study the 
effect of a laser field on this system. it was decided to 
m.Gitain the coupling between lrso(r_ R) and V,, t @A) 
mduced by the field but to ignore the spin-orbit 
coupling between Pt,to@_ R) and VB,*(r_ R): 11 = 0. 1 _ 

In this \\a_~. the four-surface problem is reduced to a 
t\i v-surface problem. Although this simplification 
could affect the final outcome. it turns out from a 
pre\lous field-free study [IO.1 I] that the ignored 
couplings induce only smdll transition probabilities. 
In particular. reactive transition probabilities for (1 b) 
were found to be less than 0.01 [l I]. 

In the present treatment. fiw was assumed to be 
0.469 eV_ which is a characteristic HF-laser photon 
energy (this fact does not have any particular effect 
on the results as compared with other non-HF pho- 
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tons). As a result. the two interacting surfaces 
Vxtl(~. R) and ligo(r_ R) cross along a (straight) 
line - the seam - given (in A) as 

R = 2.04 + 0.77@ - 0.78); (4) 

where R and I are the reagents’ translational and vi- 
brational coordinates_ It can be noticed that the seam 
passes across the reactants channel deep in the inter- 
action region: for instance, for the H, equilibrium 
distance r = 0.78 A. the value of R is 2.04 eV. 

3. The trajectory-surface-hopping method 

In order to calculate the transition probabilities 
for the processes given in eq. (1). the TSHM is em- 
ployed [2.3]. The method consists of three parts: 

(1) Calcularion of tmjectories through which the 
system is propagated in time from one point in phase 
space to another (on the same surface). This was done 
by fixing the initial vibrational state of the H, mole- 
cule to u = 0 and using a hlonte Carlo procedure to 
obtain the initial vibrational phases. 

(71 Calculation of the potential-energy surfaces 
which govern the motion of the interacting particles. 
These are the adiabatic field-electronic surfaces lV&.R) 
given in the form 

t- ; [( rg, - V>*t - fiw)’ + 4(E/_$ ] u2, 

where E is the field intensity. 
(3) Calculation of the non-adiabatic transition prob- 

ability P, along the seam, given by the Landau- 
Zener formula [ 12,131 

where zll is the velocity perpendicular to the seam 
and 

ok-= aiqan = a(v,,, - vBo)/an. (7) 

Here II is a vector perpendicular to the seam_ The 
product u,l4VI is most easily expressed in terms of 
the corresponding vibrational and translational com- 
ponents of u1 and AV_ Thus, 

I4VlU~ = (a JT/aR)u, + (avlar)+ (8) 
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4. Results 

Figs. 1 and 3 show the results obtained from 800 
trajectories run for each energy. In each figure two 
curves are shown: the dashed line represents the semi- 
classical results and the solid line the quanta1 results. 
Electronically inelastic results are shown in fig. l_ 
Fig. la shows the transition probabilities for the pro- 
cess 

F(2PI,2) + H, + F(“Q2) + Hz + fi0 (9) 
and fig. lb shows the probabilities for the reverse pro- 
cess. 

F(“P,,?) + Hz +fiw-’ I=(2pI/z) +H2- 

The quanta1 probabilities for the two processes are 
identical. The semiclassical curves differ, although the 
deviations (in absolute magnitude) are small except 

in the threshold region. The fact that the forward and 
reverse calculations do not agree is not surprising. ln- 
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Fig. 1. Electronic inelastic (non-reactive) transition probability 
as a function of franslotioml energy: - quanta1 results (ref. 
[I]); --- semiclassical results. (a) F(*Pp) + Hz -, F(*P& 
+ Hz + fiti; (b) F(2P3/2) + Hz + fiw - F( PI/*) + HZ_ The 
upper energy axis is shifted with respect to the lower by an 
amount AE = hw - AV = 0.469 - 0.05 = 0.419 eV (AV is 
the energy gap between the two surfaces in the field-free 
ase) _ 

Elm teV) 

F& 2. Electronic reactive transition probability as a function 
of translational energy for the process F(2P1/2) + H2 - HF 
+H+fiw. - quanta1 results (ref. [l]); --- semiclassical 
results. 

deed, such discrepancy has been observed previously 

in a quasiclassical treatment of the nuclear degrees of 
freedom 1141. Although the overall shapes of the 
semiclassical and quantal curves are different, it should 
be emphasized that all the transition probabilities are 
small, and therefore the semiclassical and quanta1 
treatments yield similar results_ In particular, the agree- 
ment is good in the highener,v region. 

The disagreement in the low- and intermediate-ener- 

gy regions can be traced to two sources. The first is 
the neglect of possible interference effects, which can 

be calculated in a classical S-matrix approach [15,16]. 
The second is the treatment of the local transition 
probability between electronic-field surfaces at the 
seam. Although the surfaces exhibit an avoided cross- 
ing such that the local potential difference is parabolic 
like, the global difference is somewhat exponential. 
at least until the lower surface bends over to products_ 
In a related semiclassical study of laser-induced elec- 
tronic transitions in non-reactive halogen-hydrogen 
collisions [17], where again the local potential dif- 
ference was parabolic like but the global difference 
was exponential, it was necessary to modify the 
Landau-Zener probability formula of eq_ (6) to a 
more complicated form derived by Nil&n for expo- 
nential potentials [lS] in order to obtain agreement 
with quantal results [19]_ For a reactive system, it is 
not clear that we should simply repiace eq. (6) by a 
form such as that derived by Nikitin, even if we are 
looking at non-reactive collisions_ This matter requires 
more careful analysis in a future study. 
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The reactive transition probabilities for reaction 

(1 b) are shown in fig. 2. The semiclassical and quanta1 
results are similar except in the threshold region. 
While classical mechanics has not succeeded in mimick- 
ing quantsl processes in the threshold region for the 
single-surface field-free case [IO]. the discrepancy in 
the present calculations can be attributed to features 
associated with the electronic-field surfaces. namely 
the combined effects of a potential barrier and the 
opening of the HF(v = 3) level. As mentioned in sec- 

tion 1. the laser tield introduces a barrier of 0.4 eV 
on the lower electronic-field surface which is absent 
in the field-free case. and this ghes rise to a long de- 
lay in the reactive probability until the relative trans- 
Istionai energy is greater than 0.4 eV. While both the 
semiclassical and quanta1 results e_shibit this delay. 
the quanta1 results then show a sharp increase due to 
the opening of the HF(u’ = 3) level above the barrier 

[HF(u = 3) + H lies 0.45 eV above F(‘P,iz) + Hz(u=O)] 
This kind of threshold effect is not picked up by clas- 

sical mechanics. The nature and location of this thresh- 
old of course depends on the laser frequency. and it 
would be interesting to compare the semiclassical and 
quanta1 approaches for different laser frequencies. 
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